they supersede, is the standing of the Bible in those countries in
which the extraordinary artistic value of the English translation
has given it a magical power over its readers. That power is now
waning because, as sixteenth century English is a dying tongue,
new translations are being forced on us by the plain fact that the
old one is no longer intelligible to the masses. These new versions
have—the good ones by their admirable homeliness and the ordi-
nary ones by their newspapery .everydayness—suddenly placed
the Bible narratives in a light of familiar realism which obliges
their readers to apply common sense tests to them.
But the influence of these modern versions is not yet very
wide. It seems to me that those who find the old version unintel-
ligible and boresome do not resort to modern versions: they
simply give up reading the Bible. The few who are caught and
interested by the new versions, stumble on them by accidents
which, being accidents, are necessarily rare. But they still hear
Lessons read in church in the old version in a specially reverent
tone; children at Sunday School are made to learn its verses by
heart, and are rewarded by little cards inscribed *with its texts;
and bedrooms and nurseries are still decorated with its precepts,
warnings, and consolations. The British and Foreign Bible So-
ciety has distributed more than three million copies annually for
a century past; and though many of these copies may be mere
churchgoers' luggage? never opened on weekdays, or gifts in
discharge of the duties of godparents; yet they count. There is
still on the statute book a Jaw which no statesman dare repeal,
which makes it felony for a professed Christian to question the
scientific truth and supernatural authority of any word of Holy
Scripture, the penalties extending to jiutaous outlawry; and the
same acceptance of the Bible as an infallible encyclopedia is one
of the Articles of the Church of England, though another Article,
and that the very first, flatly denies the corporeal and voracious
nature of God insisted on in the Pentateuch.
In all these instances the Bible means the translation authorized
by King James the First of the best examples in ancient Jewish
literature of natural and political history, of poetry, morality,
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